
Production company:

CIF:

Authorized representative name and surname:

NIF / NIE / Passport:            Telefon number:

E-mail:

Postcode: 

Film shooting object:

Date:                Timetable:

Scene description:

Number of people who participate  and their function:

Specific filming location (photo or map of the shooting area):

CAMP DE MORVEDRE FILM SHOOTING APPLICATION FORM
SAGUNT FILM OFFICE

File number

APPliCAnT DATA
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>>

reGiSTer
of the Administration

enTrY reGiSTer 
at the competent body
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Film shooting specific needs (occupation of public roads, area to be delimited, natural areas...):

Equipment (Tents, vehicles: brand, model and registration):

Technical material: 

The production company agrees to indemnify the holder of the property for any damage that may be caused, being the only and absolute responsible in case of any claim, trial for personal injury or 
property damages that may occur or arise  during the course of the activities of the applicant, their employees or others.
The production company, likewise, will be required to contract and present for its accreditation liability insurance providing both the name of the insurance company and the corresponding policy 
number. This insurance policy, which the production company will have to contract at its expense, must cover all the risks of civil liability that may be happened on the occasion of that authorisation. 
Municipal ordinances must be respected in all filming and photo-shoots, taking into account that it also contains the special protection of historic buildings, parks and gardens. This permission 
may be revoked at any time that is to say,  the authorization is granted in precarious terms, it may be modify and even cancelled at any time for justified reasons without any right of compensation 
for the holder. They shall, whenever and in any case, comply with the indications provided by the Local Police, as regards the itineraries to be used to reach  different points of the city where they 
plan to shoot. The must also respect the areas enabled for the parking of vehicles.  The production company will take all necessary measures to protect the environment and to limit any harm and 
inconvenience to individuals and properties caused by pollution, noise or any other consequence of their operations. SAGUNTO FILM OFFICE must appear on production credits. This office will 
also be notified on the day of the release, distribution and/or transmission of production. A copy of the production will be delivered along with two photos of the shoot for the file. The signing of this 
application entails an express acceptance of the code of good filming practice provided by the office. In compliance with Organic Law 15/1999, of December 13, on the Protection of Personal Data, 
in accordance with Article 5 concerning the right of information in the data collection, SAGUNTO FILM OFFICE informs you that the personal data entered herein will be included in a file owned by 
SAGUNTO FILM OFFICE, domiciled in MUNICIPAL TOURIST Centre, Plaza Cronista Chabret, s/n 46500, Sagunto.
In this regard, we reiterate our commitment to the responsible and confidential use of personal data. However, when you wish, you may exercise your right of access, rectification, cancellation and 
opposition by contacting SAGUNTO FILM OFFICE with address at MUNICIPAL TOURIST INFORMATION OFFICE, Plaza Cronista Chabret s/n 46500. Sagunto, with the reference “Data Protection”.
If any clause of this Agreement is  void or annullable , such statement shall nor invalidate the rest of the agreement , will shall remain effect and  effectiveness. The clause or clauses stated null or 
void must be replaced and be integrated by other that being in conformity with the Law, respond to the spirit and the purpose of those substituted in any event maintaining the contractual balance 
of the benefits of the

In             ,           de 20
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*After you fill in the fields, we will give you the permission of our competence, and the information and 
contacts for acces authorizations and filming permissions to other institutions.

SenD SiGneD reQueST TO THe e-mAil inDiCATeD On THe Web WiTH A COPY TO
saguntofilmoffice@aytosagunto.es

mailto: saguntofilmoffice@aytosagunto.es
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